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ABSTRACT 

In this article, we study and establish the theorem of the exponential Diophantine equation
21127 zyx =− , which has exactly two solutions where yx,  and z are non-negative 

integers using Catalan’s conjecture, modular arithmetic, factorial method and elementary 
mathematical concepts.  
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1. Introduction  
A polynomial equation that takes only integer values known as a Diophantine equation. A 
large number of mathematicians have studied various forms of Diophantine equations in 
the last couple of decades and it is considered as one of the significant problems in the 
elementary number theory and the algebraic number theory. The most general form of the 

Diophantine equation 2zba yx =+ , have been studied by many mathematicians [5-12]. In 
1844, the famous mathematician Eugne Charles Catalan have studied and suggested that 

the only one solution in natural number of 1=− yx ba  with is )3,2,2,3(),,,( =yxba . 
Interestingly, in 2004, the Catalan conjecture was proved by Mihailescu [3]. The 

Diophantine equation [9-12] of the form 2zba yx =−  play an important role for the study 
of no-negative integer solutions and this work has motivated me to investigate for the non-

negative integer solutions of the exponential Diophantine equation 21127 zyx =− . Just 
a while ago, Chikkavarapu [13] have generalized the exponential Diophantine equation

21923 zyx =− . Buosi et al. [10] also have investigated the exponential Diophantine 

equation 22 zp yx =− with 22 += kp  a prime number of the integer solutions. I refer 
the reader to [9, 11, 12] for the non-negative integer solutions. 

In 2007, Acu [5] have studied about the exponential Diophantine 252 zyx =+  
with two non-negative integer solutions such as ( ) ( )3,0,3,, =zyx and ( ) ( )3,1,2,, =zyx . 
In this article, the work of Chikkavarapu [13] play an important role to proof the individual 
result of exponential Diophantine equation. 
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2. Primary results 
It is very difficult to decide whether a Diophantine equation has any solutions, no solutions 
or how many solutions due to no general method exists. 
            In this paper, we have studied the exponential Diophantine equation with the favor 
of the following Lemma 2.1 which is Catalan’s Conjecture [2] and is already proved by 
Mihailescu [3].  
  
Lemma 2.1. (Catalan’s Conjecture [2] or Mihailescu’s Theorem [3]) 
The quadruple ( ) ( )3,2,2,3,,, =ybxa  is the only integer solution for the Diophantine 

equation 1=− yx ba , where a, x, b, y are integers with 1},,,min{ >ybxa . 
 
Lemma 2.2. The exponential Diophantine equation 2111 zy =−  has non-negative integer 
solution )0,0(),( =zy . 
 
Proof: Let y  and z be non-negative integers. Now let us consider the exponential 

Diophantine equation: 2111 zy =−               (1) 
 
To prove the given Lemma, we take two cases: 
 
Case-1: When 0=y , we get from equation (1) 0=z and this implies )0,0(),( =zy is a 
solution of equation (1). 
 
Case-2: When 0>y , then yz 1112 −= is obviously a negative integer which is a 

contradiction to the fact that 2z is a non-negative integer.  
Hence it is clear that, there is only possible non-negative integer solution is 0=y  and

0=z . 
 

Lemma 2.3. The exponential Diophantine equation 2127 zx =−  has only one non-
negative integer solution )0,0(),( =zx . 
 
Proof: Let x and z be non-negative integers and consider the exponential Diophantine 

equation 2127 zx =−                 (2) 
Case-1: For 0=x  
In the case of 0=x , from the equation (2), it is clear that 0=z and in such a way that 

)0,0(),( =zx is a solution of (2). 

For 1=z , the equation (2) implies 227 =x  
 
Case-2: For 0>x  

If we take 1=x , we have 262 =z , this having no solution. 
 
3. Main result 
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Theorem 3.1. Let zyx ,, be non-negative integers. The exponential Diophantine  

equation 21127 zyx =− has two non-negative integer solution  
( ) ( ) ( )4,1,10,0,0,, andzyx = . 

 
Proof: Let us consider that zandyx, be non-negative integers such that 

                         21127 zyx =−        (3) 
  
To prove the above equation we consider the four cases and two subcases: 
 

Case 1: If we put 0=x in (3), we have 2111 zy =− . Then by lemma 2.1, it is clear that 
( ) ( )0,0, =zy . Thus ( ) ( )0,0,0,, =zyx  is a solution of (3). 

 
Case 2: If we substitute 0=y in (3), we have 2127 zx =− . Then by lemma 2.2 a solution 

( ) ( )0,0, =zx is obtained. Thus we get a solution( ) ( )0,0,0,, =zyx . 
 
Case 3: Putting 1=x and 1=y in (3), it gives a solution ( ) ( )4,1,1,, =zyx  of the equation 
(3) 
 
Case 4: If we take 1>x and 1>y . Now from the equation (3) we get 





≡≡
oddisxif

evenisxifxx

,4mod3

,4mod1
327  and 





≡≡
oddisyif

evenisyifyy

,4mod3

,4mod1
311  

 
 
Now 
  

(4) 
(5) 

 
(6) 

 
(7) 

 
Neglecting equation (6) and (7). Hence both x  and y are even or both x  and y  are odd. 
 
Now we can explain two possible subcases which are as follows: 
 
Subcase 1: Let both x  and y are even non-negative integers. Suppose thatmx 2= and

ny 2= . Here m and n are non-negative integers. Then the equation (3) becomes 
222 1127 znm =−                             (8) 

(8) becomes ( ) ( )zzz mmmn +−=−= 27272711 222             (9) 













−
≡−≡−=

evenisyandoddisxif

oddisyandevenisxif

oddareyandxbothif

evenareyandxbothif

z yxyx

4mod2

4mod2

4mod0

4mod0

3311272
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(9) becomes   ( )zz mumn +=−= 27112711 222           (10) 

where ( ) um z 1127 =−  and u is a non-negative integers. 

(10) becomes ( ) unm z −=+ 21127             (11) 
Adding (9) and (10), we get 

                       ( ) ( )unuuunm 222 111111111272 −− +=+= . 

It is clear that 111 =u and ( ) ( )unm 22111272 −+= . 

From the above relation we must have the solution( ) ( )0,0,0,, =nmu . 
 
Subcase 2:  
Let both x  and y are odd non-negative integers. Let 12 += mx  and 12 += ny , for 

some non-negative integersnm, . 
Then from equation (3), we have 

21212 1127 znm =− ++             (12) 
This implies, 

( ) 222221212 2252727.272711 zzz mmmn −+=−=−= ++          (13) 
From equation (13), we get 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )zzzz mmmmmn +−=−=−=−+ 527527527252722711 2222212        (14) 

Let ( )( ) um z 11527 =− , u is a non-negative integer          (15) 
Then from (14), we have 

( )( ) ( )( ) umnm z −+ −=+ 1122711527 212             (16) 
 
Adding (15) and (16) we have 
 

( ) ( )( ) umnum −+ −+= 1122711111027 212 . This implies 
 

( ) ( )( )[ ]umnum 2212 11227111111027 −+ −+=            (17) 
 
From the equation (17), we have the following relations: 

111 =u and ( )( )[ ] ( )102711227111 2212 mumn =−+ −+  

From the above relations, it is obvious that 0=u only and so that: 

( )( ) ( )1027227111 212 mmn =−+ +             (18) 

This implies 4mod01≡ is a contradiction. 

Hence 21127 zyx =− has exactly two non-negative integer solutions 
( ) ( ) ( )4,1,1,0,0,0,, =zyx . 
 
3. Conclusion  
In this s5tudy, we have presented the basic concepts in Number theory with the help of the 
factoring method and modular method, to solve the exponential Diophantine equation
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21127 zyx =− and finally, we have proved that the exponential Diophantine equation 
21127 zyx =−  in which yx,  and z are non-negative integers which has exactly two 

solutions ( ) ( )0,0,0,, =zyx  and ( ) ( )4,1,1,, =zyx . 
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